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Section 1

About the report and
Pacific Prime
Welcome to the inaugural State of International Health Insurance report. This report has been
written to help educate and inform individuals, groups, and companies on international private
health insurance coverage on a global scale.
We have designed this report to be an invaluable resource for individuals, groups, and
companies who are looking to secure a new health insurance solution, or ensure that their
existing solution is still ideal in 2018. As such, this report leverages the knowledge of our
advisors and available data to answer the most common international health insurance
questions asked. These include:
What is the cost of international health insurance?
How much will my premiums increase in the future?
Who are the major international health insurers?
When is the ideal time to buy coverage?
What are the major health insurance trends I should be aware of?
In order to best answer the above questions, we have broken down this report into seven key
sections. The data and information utilized focuses primarily on international health insurance
on a global level. For a more granular overview, we have created four localized reports that
take a look at the state of health insurance in locations that have seen high demand for
international private medical insurance.
You can find these reports on our respective websites:

HK

SG

CN

UAE

Hong Kong

Singapore

China

Dubai

About Pacific Prime
Headquartered in Hong Kong and established in 2000, Pacific Prime has become one of the
largest and most reliable international health insurance brokers in Asia and the Middle East.
With offices in key locations around the region we are able to offer a variety of solutions for
individuals, corporates, and groups of all sizes.
As a fully independent broker we are beholden to no single insurer and strive to ensure that
each and every one of our clients is placed with the most appropriate solution for their needs.
Beyond that, our team of advisors and support staff utilize leading tech solutions to offer
comprehensive service that supports you throughout the lifecycle of your plan. From finding
the best plan to helping with claims, disputes, renewals, and more our staff are here for you.
Contact us today to learn how we can help.
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Executive Summary
The main goal of the State of Health Insurance Report is to provide readers, whether they be
individuals, groups, or corporates, with an overview of the current state of international health
insurance on a global level. In order to do this, we have utilized data generated by our reports
along with insight from our advisors.
From the following seven sections in this report we have identified four key findings that all
readers should be aware of:

The most prominent insurers
Pacific Prime works with a variety of international health
insurance providers to offer a wide variety of plans suitable to
every client.
Currently, our portfolio is made up of over 30 insurers who
offer not only international plans but also local cover.

The average cost of health insurance

Section 4 of this report provides an overview of the top
insurers that we work with.

Taking into account the findings from our 2017 Cost of
Health Insurance report we found that the average cost of
international health insurance was USD 8,105.
This figure represents premiums for four demographics in
100 countries around the world.
Section 2 of the report includes a breakdown of the above
cost by demographic along with more information about
the cost of international health insurance.

Major trends impacting health insurance
around the world
In order to help ensure that you get the most out of your health
insurance plan it is important to be aware of the current trends
and changes seen throughout the industry.
Section 5 highlights when people tend to buy health insurance,
along with the best times for individuals and groups to do so.

The inflation of premiums
In 2017, the average inflation of international health
insurance premiums was reported to be 9.20%. This means
that, on average, premiums inflated by this much.
Section 3 of the report provides an overview of global health
insurance inflation along with a historical look at figures.
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Sections 6 and 7 discuss the most important changes and global
trends we have identified in 2017 including: insurance going
increasingly ‘onshore’, the increased utilization of technology,
and more.
Finally, Section 8 discusses group health insurance and the
major issues companies are struggling with including: Ensuring
your global benefits solution is profitable and competitive.
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Section 2

The cost of international health insurance

With the graph on page 8 it should be noted that the average premium includes three levels
of plan:

Type 1
In the 2017 version of our Cost of International Health Insurance report, we found that the
average cost of international health cover was USD 8,105. This takes into account plans
offered by 10 insurers to four demographics, and three plan levels in 100 locations where
international health insurance is popular.

Average premium by demographic

Type 2

Inpatient
coverage
only

Inpatient +
outpatient
coverage

Type 3
Inpatient +
outpatient +
maternity
coverage

In order to best highlight the cost across the 100 countries, the Cost of Health Insurance report
breaks down average premiums by the following four common demographics:

Individuals

Couples

Families

Retirees

Male, aged 36

Male aged 36 and
a 35 year old Female

Male aged 36 and a 35 year
old Female along with two
children aged 5 and 10

Male, aged 60

How does the global average compare with the average in the other countries that we have
produced this report for? As you can see from the chart below, the global average is lower
than Hong Kong, China, Singapore, and Dubai.

Average Cost of International Health Insurance -USD

Average Cost of International Health Insurance - USD

The chart below presents a breakdown of the average premium charged to the four different
demographics across the countries. As is to be expected, families have the highest average
cost, primarily due to the fact that there are more people insured.

Average Cost 100 countries - USD
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The reason for this is primarily due to the countries themselves. The Cost of Health Insurance
Report includes a ranking of the 100 countries, of which the locations above, and where we
have offices in, are all in the top 20. This would result in their average premiums being higher
than the global average.
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When looking at the charts and figures above it is important to be aware that the averages
represent all three levels of plan. This can relate to a drastic range in premiums especially
when you include maternity care which is historically very expensive, as is discussed
in this article.
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Looking at inpatient + outpatient coverage

Section 3

In order to provide a bit more of a useful overview, we reviewed our sales throughout 2016
and 2017 and found that the world’s most common type of international health insurance plan
secured offers inpatient + outpatient coverage.

Global private health insurance inflation

Premium spread for inpatient + outpatient cover (USD)
spread
for inpatient + outpatient cover (USD) - Global (100 countries)
-Premium
Global (100
countries)
36,932

40,000 -

30,000 -

20,000 -

28,755

24,629

In the first quarter of 2017, we published the International Private Medical Insurance Inflation
- 2017 report. This annual paper provides an overview of inflation in the international private
medical insurance (IPMI) market leading up to 2017. As we found in the report, global IPMI
premiums increased by an average of 9.2% in 2016.
Private Medical Inflation - Global
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12.70%
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10,000 -

1,896

3,792

6,552

4,670

10.00%

10.00%

8.60%

7.70%

0

9.20%

7.10%

Demographic

From the chart above, it is clear to see that there is a wide spread in premiums globally. The
biggest spread of USD 30,380 is found in family plans. The main reason as to why there is
such a large spread among premiums is due to the fact that the Cost of Health Insurance
report includes the US, which is drastically more expensive than any other country. For
example, Hong Kong which is ranked second in the report, has premiums that are only 63.8%
of those in the US.
When considering these figures it is important to note that they represent premiums from only
10 of the over 30 insurers we work with. Yes, these 10 insurers do make up a large portion
of our global business (between 70 and 80%), but it should be noted that you might see
premiums higher or lower than listed above with other insurers.
This is especially true if you are considering other types of cover. For example, inpatient only
plans will be cheaper than those listed above and plans with maternity cover will be much
more expensive.

To learn more about the cost of health insurance in your country be
sure to check out the 2017 Cost of Health Insurance report by clicking
on the button below.

Download Report Now
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5.00%

0.00%

Year
Average IPMI Inflation
Global Consumer Price Inflation

Inflation of IPMI premiums over time
Pacific Prime has published the IPMI report for a number of years now, which has resulted in
a wealth of data available. The latest version of the report looks at data from between 2009
and 2016. As you can see from the chart above, it is clear to see that inflation is variable
between years.
For example, there was a decrease between 2009 and 2010, followed by increased inflation in
2011, then a decrease between 2012 and 2014. What we found to be most interesting was the
fact that inflation in 2016 was the same as 2015.
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We provide an in-depth explanation as to why this was and what it means in the IPMI report,
but from what we can see it is largely due to insurers implementing stronger cost containment
measures along with other global factors, such as changing demand, increased use of
technology, and current global economic conditions.

How do the other countries compare?

Because inflation has been somewhat volatile over the past number of years, it would be
beneficial to look at the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of IPMI inflation. From 2009
to 2016 the CAGR of IPMI inflation on a global level was: -4.50%.

CAGR 2009-2016

CAGR 2009-2016

HONG KONG

CHINA

-1.22%

-2.31%

CAGR 2009-2016

GLOBAL
-4.50%
What this means is that during this time period, inflation of IPMI premiums slowed. It does not
mean that premiums decreased, it just means that the rate at which they grew decreased from
2009 - 2016. To be clear here: Premiums still increased, and will continue to do so, but the
year-on-year growth will likely be lower.

CAGR 2009-2016

CAGR 2009-2015*

SINGAPORE

UAE

-5.57%

-3.72%
* No figures available for 2016

When looking at the other countries we provide State of Health Insurance reports for, we can
see that only Singapore had a lower CAGR than the global figure (premium inflation there, on
the whole, is just over 1 percentage point lower). The other locations had slightly higher CAGR
inflation figures. While they were still negative, inflation seemed to be a bit higher.
To learn more about inflation in the different countries, visit our respective websites or
download your copy of the International Private Medical Insurance Inflation - 2017. Also, stay
tuned to our blog as the 2018 version of the report should be out in the first quarter of 2018.
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Section 4

Pacific Prime’s top insurance partners
around the globe
Around the globe, insurance has actually been doing very well in recent years, and 2016
and 2017 have been no different. This time period saw a continuing trend of major insurers
either acquiring smaller insurers and their portfolios, buying certain pieces of other insurers’
businesses, or merging with other large health insurance providers. Among the largest of these
transactions included:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aviva selling their Asia and Middle East life insurance units
AIG selling its Japanese life insurance unit to FWD Group
Zurich buying Australia’s largest travel insurer
Zurich purchasing a Malaysian takaful provider
Allianz purchasing Zurich’s Moroccan division
Aviva purchasing a Royal Bank of Canada unit
AXA buying Liberty Mutual’s polish P&C operations
Wells Fargo announcing that they are actively seeking to purchase insurance brokerages

While moves like these show the current dynamism in the global insurance market, they can
also be seen as a double edged sword. Mergers and acquisitions are no doubt a boon for many
of the companies that are forming as a result. However, these transactions do end up reducing
the overall number of insurance providers on the market. This, consequently, leads to less
competition in the insurance sector, which can result in what can be seen as negative trends
to consumers. This is simply because when insurance companies merge together, there are
less individual insurers out there, less options for consumers, and less incentive for insurance
providers to give more benefits for less money.
Still, what the largest of the world’s international health insurance providers offer is nothing
short of holistic insurance solutions. Increasing the size of their operations and the scope
of their geographic reach has allowed global insurers to tailor solutions for similarly global
companies. This has proven to be especially valuable to large corporations, as their structure
and insurance needs can sometimes be incredibly complex. For clients like these, Pacific
Prime relies on insurers that can truly address their needs not just partially or capably, but
completely. Here are some of our closest insurance provider partnerships and some information
on each.

An award-winning insurance company, Aetna International provides
health insurance to over 650,000 people around the globe. As one
of the sector’s largest providers, Aetna works with care providers and
governments worldwide to help build healthier communities and improve
health insurance services wherever possible.
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This pan-Asian insurance company is present in 18 different locales
throughout the Asia-Pacific. AIA does provide health insurance to many
in that region, but their stated purpose is also to take a leadership role
in driving its social and economic development.The nearly century-old
company started in Shanghai and continues to grow today.

Another nearly 100 year old insurer, AIG now operates in over 80
different countries. Having grown so much, AIG now puts an emphasis on
simplifying their structure, as well as their products, so that they are able
to work more closely with their members, deliver efficient service and
value, and provide more transparency.

In operation for over 125 years, Allianz is an insurance company that is
listed in the world’s top 100 brands, according to Interbrand. Since 2007,
Allianz brand value has doubled to become worth over USD $10 billion.

For three decades, AXA has been committed to protecting people, as
well as their property and assets. It features 165,000 employees in
64 countries, and more than 107 million clients worldwide. As one of
the world’s largest insurance providers, AXA’s stated purpose is simply
empowering people to live a better life.

Now operating for 70 years, Bupa started in the UK and has grown to
be a truly global brand. Bupa claims to be affiliated with over 1.2 million
medical providers, so you know that no matter where you go, there will
be somewhere you can turn for medical assistance.

Cigna can trace their insurance roots back over two centuries, though
their modern organization came into being in 1982. Now with over 95
million clients globally and 40,000 employees, Cigna is about more
than just paying claims. They know that they help change people’s
lives, and take that responsibility seriously.

For the last quarter century, William Russell has grown by leaps and
bounds. Nevertheless, they continue to focus on personalizing the
experience that every client receives from the insurer. A big company
that is small enough to care.
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Section 5
When should you buy international health insurance?

When do people buy
international health insurance?

Because sales are so spread out, this can cause people to wonder when they should be
purchasing health insurance. While some people will time it so that they renew or purchase new
plans before insurers raise rates, this strategy won’t work for all people and companies.

If there is one thing that’s for certain when it comes to insurance, it’s that your premiums will
increase. This is especially true with health insurance where premiums tend to increase not
only as you age, but also on a yearly basis. Beyond that, insurers tend to increase their rates
on a yearly basis, usually at the start of the year.
That said, not every insurer increases their rates at the same time which raises the question
of whether rate increases have an affect on when people buy their health insurance. To help
answer this question we reviewed our sales data for 2015 and 2016.
From this, we found that globally, sales are almost equally spread out between the four
quarters. The quarter with the higher percentage of sales is Q2, which saw 26.0% of total
sales. As you can see from the chart below, the other quarters saw: 23.5% of sales in Q1,
25.0% in Q3, and 25.6% in Q4.

For individuals
While the above mentioned strategy of starting a new health insurance plan before the insurer
raises rates can work, you will at least put off paying the higher premium until you renew, the
actual best time to secure health insurance is before you need it.
For example, if you will be moving countries or cities in the near future, it would be ideal to
have adequate insurance coverage in place before you move. This ensures that, should you
get sick after the move, or need to seek medical care in your new home, you will be covered.
Of course, some countries require you to have health insurance coverage in place before you
will be issued a visa. The problem here is that some countries have coverage requirements
that insurance plans must contain in order for them to be deemed valid. If this is the case,
plans are almost always issued and compliant in the country. This means that you will need an
address in that country in order to receive cover.

Percentage of international medical insurance sales globally

One option is to work with Pacific Prime to secure a short term coverage plan that will see
you covered for your move and with enough time to help you identify and secure a longer
term plan.

Q4

25.6%

Q1

If you are not moving countries but will be moving jobs, this is a great time to review your
existing health insurance coverage. For example, you might find that your new employer’s
health insurance is not going to cover everything you would like, you can use the time before
starting your new job to search for a top-up plan that will fill the gaps in your new coverage.

23.5%

Q2

26.0%

Q3

25.0%
When looking at global sales figures, this spread is to be expected as there are so many
different factors that have an impact on sales.
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For companies
For companies the best time to renew your corporate insurance will be slightly different than
individuals. Our advisors generally recommend that the best time for a company to secure a
new insurance plan is around the time when their existing insurance is to be renewed. If you
are planning to implement a new health insurance plan, start it around the time you renew
your corporate liability insurance, or other coverage plans.
Regardless of when you wish to start your new plan, it is important to be aware that you
should start the process well in advance. In many cases, starting the process of searching for,
and implementing, a new health insurance plan should start at least three months in advance.
You will need enough time to ensure that you go through an adequate proposal stage.
Reviewing your options, implementing and educating your employees on how to use the plans
will also take time. Pacific Prime has a team of corporate insurance advisors who can work
with your company to manage your plan. This includes helping you to find and implement the
right health insurance and employee benefits plan, and can free you and your HR team to
focus on running your company rather than managing your health insurance.
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Section 6

Recent global changes to health insurance
2017 largely saw fairly tame changes in the health insurance industry with the two most
notable being:

Continued acquisitions
and mergers
In 2016 and 2017 there were a number of changes in the industry, as we noted
in Section 4. The most prominent IPMI related changes being:

•
•
•

Aetna acquiring Bupa Thailand
Cigna acquiring Zurich Insurance Middle East
Sirius International Insurance Group Ltd. acquiring International Medical Group

How will these changes impact the industry? This can be hard to predict, but
in many cases the movements like those listed above can lead to improved
levels of service and new plans introduced in new markets, if the mergers and
acquisitions are handled well.
Because the industry is constantly changing, working with a broker like Pacific
Prime can help you stay on top of the changes and any impact they might have
on your coverage.
Our advisors stay abreast of movements in the industry and can work with you
to identify a stable plan.
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Variable inflation
Section 3 of this report discusses global IPMI inflation, and highlights the
fact that global inflation has been anything but stable. Some years it is
down, others it is up.

Average five year inflation by insurer

15.00%

Aetna International
Aetna International (InterGlobal)

10.00%

Allianz Worldwide Care

This variability has indeed played a role in spurring changes in the industry,
more specifically, it is prompting insurers to try to take action to ensure a
more stable, or even decreasing inflation figure.
What is interesting here is that we have seen increasing success rates
among insurers in actually doing this. For example, the graph on the next
page shows the average inflation by insurer for the past five years.

AXA PPP Healthcare

5.00%

BUPA Global
William Russell

0.00%

-5.00%

-10.00%
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Barring a few years (namely 2014) most of the insurers that we have more
than five years of IPMI inflation data for have seen near stable or slightly
decreasing trends. What this tells us is that while overall inflation has been
variable, many insurers are making headway towards more stable or possibly
decreased premium inflation.
For companies, individuals, and all users of health insurance this means that
your premium increases could become more predictable, assuming current
trends and drivers of inflation (as discussed here) continue to remain valid.
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Section 7

Global trends impacting IPMI
around the world
International private medical insurance is an ever-growing sector. As the world has become
increasingly globalized, and people move about the planet more than at any other time in
human history, the need for medical coverage in any country they relocate to has become
increasingly important. With this in mind, we provide you with some of the major trends that
have been seen in the global IPMI market, which is information that has been provided directly
from our best available source: Our salespeople.

Insurers ‘onshoring’

Compliance needs

Many insurers have a presence in a
country, but don’t exactly sell local
policies within it. International health
insurance plans allow them to sell
policies to the people of a particular
country that will provide coverage
there simply because plans give
coverage virtually anywhere in
the world.

Besides jumping through some
hoops to ‘onshore’ their company
in some countries, insurers are also
finding that the rules are changing
in countries where they have already
been operating for some time.

However, many insurers in this situation
are deciding to take the plunge and
become fully licensed to sell local
insurance plans in a given territory;
especially in markets deemed to be
on the rise.
This onshoring process usually entails
a somewhat lengthy licensing process
that may require insurers to conform
to standards set forth by the licensing
government. Still, it allows insurers to
enhance their offerings and provide
products that local people will be
more interested in.
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For example, Dubai enacted a new
health insurance law in 2014 that
completed rolling out in 2016. This
law states that every single person in
the Emirate must possess a private
health insurance plan. Without one,
they have to pay a fine, or will not be
allowed to enter the emirate entirely.
For insurers, however, a new host
of minimum insurance benefits that
every single private insurance plan
must have has come into force. This
has, understandably, caused a bit of
turmoil for insurers, as they scramble
to bring their products in line with
regulations.

Digital is the way of
the future
This should come as no surprise but,
as with other industries, digitization
is a big emphasis for many insurers
now. Many insurers have already gone
paperless and have also introduced
their own apps. Online portals also
provide policyholders with an easy way
to submit claims, access resources, and
much more.
Of course, there are more innovative
tools on the horizon, too. For example,
our team is aware of one insurance
provider that is digitizing its whole
underwriting system. Soon, clients will
even be able to underwrite themselves.
Innovation in the market is key. Those
insurers that are willing to be pioneers
are willing to position themselves to
reap the rewards, despite the risks.
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Top 5 health insurance issues companies
are facing around the world
The insurance market changes that are happening both globally and locally directly impact the
way in which consumers, in this case businesses, engage with products and services. Changes
can be caused by insurers themselves, or driven by external factors, as the insurance trends
sections of this report highlight. In considering the global market and group health insurance
plans, our advisors have found the following common issues among our corporate and
business clients:

Issue

1

Uncertainty around premiums

With the cost of healthcare and health coverage increasing year-on-year, uncertainty
around the rise in employee benefits premiums and how increases are calculated can leave
businesses mystified. This can be partly due to most employers and their HR teams lacking
knowledge of the benefits and insurance market as a whole. Their focus is on their staff;
managing and growing their people, and supporting them to do their best work for the
company.
The other side of this issue is the industry itself; like most competitive markets, full
transparency around pricing and products is counterproductive to profit motives. Insurers will
offer information to clients if asked, but not so far as to give away what margin they make
from product sales. It’s an issue for businesses who can often be unsure if the increase they
receive is fair or balanced.
It’s not that insurers are being dishonorable; insurance is a consumer market. Businesses
just lack the understanding to question premium increases, but also the power and
confidence to negotiate and control their own employee benefits costs. Brokers can help.
Making up a significant percentage of the insurance market, independent brokers can
leverage their market intelligence and position in the industry to empower businesses to
better control their premium increases.
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Issue

2

Plan sustainability

A related concern for businesses is, when costs are rising, assessing whether their employee
benefits plan is sustainable. Decision makers in companies can often suffer from the same lack
of knowledge about the insurance sector; and this can be to an insurer’s advantage. Providers
can and will provide data and analysis to clients to help them make their decision, but many
businesses are just not in a position to fully assess a plan’s sustainability.
A rise in premiums may be a result of high claims by members, a single significant claim paid,
or due to member behaviours (such as frequenting high-cost healthcare providers where
cheaper alternatives are available). Cost containment measures are a frequent method for
insurers and brokers to reign in premium increases, such as:

•
•
•
•

Introducing co-payments
Limiting cover to specific hospitals with lower treatment costs
Adjusting benefits to target only those who need them
Introducing preventative and wellness programs

However, knowledge of how to implement cost containment measures easily and effectively
can be outside the scope of traditional HR teams. Engaging the support of an intermediary or
specialist HR organization can help. Through them, businesses can get an expert opinion on
their plan’s current performance, set benchmarks for future use, and negotiate changes with
their insurer to keep benefits viable.

Issue

3

Ensuring benefits are competitive

In relation to ensuring that plans, shrinking budgets and tougher financial positions are
leaving many businesses around the world questioning how they can still use employee
benefits to attract the best talent. A Society of Human Resources Management survey
found that 36% of organizations increased their overall employee benefits, while 6%
reduced theirs. Wellness and health-related benefits rose the most individually.
This indicates that many businesses still value and invest in employee benefits, despite
having static or reducing budgets to fund them. Demand for more relevant and wideranging benefits is still high among most employees, but their perceptions of valuable
employee benefits again differ greatly dependent on their demographic. Talent acquisition
and retention, therefore, requires constant rethinking to ensure that what you offer
employees matches what they want.
So how do companies ensure their benefits are competitive in their industry and region?
Most businesses don’t hold that sort of information themselves, there’s little benefit to
do so. Again, companies rely on others, such as HR organizations, employee benefits
providers, and intermediaries, to provide them with accurate intelligence on what their
competitors are offering.

”

Cost containment
measures are a
frequent method
for insurers and
brokers to reign in
premium increases.
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Issue

4

Communicating with and
educating employees

Communicating employee benefits to employees and creating engagement with a company’s
offerings can also be a challenge. Businesses can sometimes misunderstand their staff’s
discontent with a benefits package for a sign that the benefits are not relevant or valued.
According to a Willis Towers Watson survey, employee education can be a focus for some
businesses.
Sometimes, the issue is not with the plan but with employee understanding of how the
employee benefits work. Unfamiliarity with the employee benefits sector can often leave
HR teams and senior leaders looking unprepared, further eroding confidence in a benefits
package. Creating a clear communication strategy and educating employees on all aspects of a
plan is key to its success, and a supportive insurer or broker will offer that.

Issue

5

Structuring relevant benefits

Workplaces are becoming more diverse, yet traditional employee benefits plans have remained
somewhat static. A challenge businesses are facing globally can be in how to structure
their benefits to ensure that they’re relevant and valuable to their staff. Generations have
different life motivations and will value certain benefits differently. Gender plays a role in the
engagement of specific benefits, and culture and religions can shape demand for particular
products.
Piecing together an effective employee benefits plan that meets most expectations can be a
hard ask for any HR team. Beyond catering for current employees, benefits planning should
also consider a company’s desired organizational identity/culture, as well as its future staffing
goals. Understanding the breadth of options available, plus the ways they can be configured,
takes a lot of insider knowledge and industry experience.
Similarly, businesses operating in multiple jurisdictions can also find structuring benefits a
difficult task. Do you engage separate providers in each location? Can you find a better deal by
consolidating your employee benefits globally through one provider? Again, many businesses
looking to make their plans more efficient and cost effective will usually require outside help
in order to make this happen.
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